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x� Introduction
How does the brain compute� Particularly in the last hundred years

have we gathered an enormous amount of experimental �ndings that shed some

light on this question� The picture that has emerged is that the neuron is the

central computing element of the brain which performs a non�linear input to

output mapping between its synaptic inputs and its spiky output� The neurons

are connected by synaptic junctions� thus forming a neural network�

A central question is how such a neural network implements brain func�

tions such as vision� audition and motor control� These questions are to a certain

extend premature� because our knowledge of the functioning of the neuron and

the synaptic process itself is only partial and much remains to be discovered�

Nevertheless� it is interesting to see what emergent behavior arises in a network

of very simple neurons�

The pioneering work in this direction was done by McCulloch and Pitts
�� in the ��	s� Taking the thresholding property of neurons to the extreme� they

proposed that neurons perform logical operations on their inputs� such as AND

and OR� One can show that a network of such neurons� when properly wired�

can perform any logical function and is equivalent to a Turing machine�

When considering neural networks� an important distinction is between

feed�forward networks and recurrent networks� In feed�forward networks� the

neurons can be labeled such that each neuron only receives input from neurons

with lower label� Thus� one can identify input neurons� which receive no input

from other neurons and whose activity depends only on the sensory stimulus�
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and output neurons whose output does not a
ect other neurons� When in ad�

dition the neurons themselves are assumed to have no internal dynamics� the

dynamics of feed�forward networks is trivial in the sense that the output is a

time�independent function of the input� y�t � F �x�t� where F is a concate�

nation of the individual neuron transfer functions and x and y are input and

output activity� respectively� Examples of such networks are the perceptron ��

and the multi�layered perceptron �� ���

In recurrent networks one typically de�nes a subset of neurons as input

neurons and another subset as output neurons� Even when individual neurons

have no internal dynamics� the network as a whole does� and the input�output

mapping depends explicitly on time� y�t � F �x�t� t� Examples of such net�

works are attractor neural networks ��� topological maps �� �see chapter by Flana�

gan in this book� sequence generators 	� and Boltzmann Machines 
��

Unlike the logical McCullock�Pitts neurons� real neurons are noisy and

the output of the neuron is a probabilistic function of its input� The dynamics of

a network of such neurons is characterized by transient and stationary behavior�

The stationary behavior of the network is obtained for large time when the

input to the network is time�independent �or when it is described by a time�

independent probability distribution� This behaviour is then described in terms

of a time�independent probability distribution over the states of the network�

The transient behavior is described by the characteristic time�s to approach

stationarity and by its dependence on initial values�

In section � we begin with a very brief description of the behavior of

the biological neuron and some properties of the synapses and discuss under

which assumptions the description by a probabilistic binary threshold device is

appropriate� In section � we discuss stochastic neural networks with parallel

and sequential dynamics� This dynamics is given by a Markov process� and

in section � we discuss some of the properties of Markov processes� such as

ergodicity and periodicity�

An exact description of transient and stationary behavior for stochas�

tic neural networks is not possible in general� In some special cases� however�

one can compute the generic behavior of stochastic networks using mean �eld

theory� One averages over many random instances of the network �quenched

average and describes the properties of the network with a small number of

order parameters� The classical example is the attractor neural network� as pro�

posed by Hop�eld ��� The mean �eld analysis was presented in a series of papers
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by Amit� Gutfreund and Sompolinsky �� ���� Due to the symmetric connectivity

of the Hebb rule� the asymptotic behavior of the network can be computed in

closed form� The patterns that are stored with the Hebb rule become stable

attractors of the dynamics when the number of patterns is su�ciently small and

the noise in the dynamics is su�ciently low� Thus the network operates as a

distributed memory� When the noise is too high� all attractors become unstable

and the �ring of the neurons becomes more or less uncorrelated �paramagnetic

phase� When the number of patterns is too large� the network behaves as a

spin glass whose minima are uncorrelated with the stored patterns� In section �

we will introduce the quenched average approach for a simpler problem� the

Sherrington�Kirkpatrick model� It will show us the generic behavior that can be

expected from symmetrically connected neural networks� For a more thorough

treatment of this topic see the chapters by Coolen in this volume�

Clearly� biological neural networks do not have symmetric connectiv�

ity� For non�symmetric networks the theoretical analysis is much harder and

fewer results are known� Most of the results have been obtained with numer�

ical simulations� It appears that when a su�cient amount of asymmetry is

introduced� the network dynamics is dominated by periodic orbits of exponen�

tial length� Thus asymmetric networks are radically di
erent from symmetric

networks� The di
erences between symmetric and asymmetric networks are dis�

cussed in section ����

In many instances we are not satis�ed with the generic behavior of net�

works as given by the quenched average approach� but we would like to say some�

thing about one individual network� An example is when we consider learning� It

has been well established experimentally� that synapses change their strength as

a function of the �ring of the pre and post synaptic neuron� In order to compute

these changes� one needs estimates of the mean �ring rates and the correlations

of the pre and post synaptic neuron� In the case of symmetric connectivity� this

approach was pioneered by Hinton with the introduction of Boltzmann Machines

�� Due to the intractability of the Boltzmann Machine learning rule� it has not

been used widely� In section ��� we therefore consider a form of mean �eld theory

that does not involve the quenched average� We derive mean �eld approxima�

tions for the mean �ring rates and the correlations for stochastic networks with

arbitrary connectivity� A drawback of this approach is that it is only valid for

small values of the weights� However� as we will see in section �� due to their

noisiness synapses are expected to be small�
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Subsequently� we will discuss learning in stochastic networks in section ��

We brie�y discuss Hebbian learning in the attractor neural network� as proposed

by Hop�eld� Then� we discuss the Boltzmann Machine proposed by Hinton�

We show that learning in Boltzmann Machines is intractable and how mean

�eld theory can be applied to obtain fast learning algorithms� We illustrate

Boltzmann Machine learning on a digit classi�cation task�

x� Stochastic binary neurons
The e
ect of a presynaptic spike on the post�synaptic neuron is a local

change in the membrane potential� This change can be either positive or negative

and is called the excitatory or inhibitory postsynaptic potential �PSP� The PSP

is of the order of 	�	��� mV ��� and is a stochastic event ���� it either happens

or it does not� The probability of the PSP is experimentally observed anywhere

between 	�� and 	�� �see ��� and references there and depends also on recent

pre� and post�synaptic cell activity ��� ����

How these local changes in the membrane potential at synaptic junctions

contribute to the spike generation process can be computed by compartmental

modeling of the geometry of the cell� The dynamics is a complex spatio�temporal

process involving many thousand synaptic inputs which are distributed over the

dendrites and soma� A main complicating factor is that such simulations require

the setting of many parameter values� many of which are not experimentally

accessible� The general picture that emerges is� however� that the local PSP at

the synapse propagates to the cell body with a delay of ��� msec and shows a

temporal dispersion of about �	 msec� In addition� the dendrite acts as a low

pass �lter� It attenuates the frequency components of the PSP below �	 Hz by

a factor of ��� depending on the frequency of stimulation and location of the

synapse on the dendrite and e
ectively blocks all high frequency components
����

In order to study the behavior of networks of neurons we may try to �nd

a more compact description of a neuron which ignores its internal details but

retains some of its input�output behavior� Let us de�ne the synaptic response

function Wij�t as the temporal response of a presynaptic spike of neuron j on

the membrane potential of the soma of neuron i� This function incorporates

the e
ects of delay� attenuation and dispersion mentioned above� This response

occurs with probability pij �

We describe the activity of neuron j as a train of spikes with each spike
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a delta peak�

xj�t �
X
k

��t� tjk�

where tjk� k � �� � � � are the times at which neuron j �res� We assume that the

PSPs from di
erent synapses combine linearly and therefore the soma potential

is given by

vi�t �
X
j

Z t

��

dt�Wij�t� t�xj�t
�

�
X
j�k

Wij�t� tjk ��

This potential is to be compared with the threshold �i� If vi�t exceeds the

threshold� neuron i emits a spike and is forced to remain quiet during the sub�

sequent refractory period �r ���� msec�

We approximate the neuron dynamics described above� by assuming that

the maximal �ring rate of the neurons is lower than
�

�
� with � � �	 msec the

characteristic width of Wij�t� In this case� the presynaptic neuron j is likely

to �re zero or one time and unlikely to �re more than one time in the period

�t � �� t�� Indeed� when the spikes from the presynaptic neuron are given by a

Poisson process with mean �ring rate f � the probability that it �res exactly k

times in the period �t� �� t� is given by

pk�� �
�f�k

k�
e�f�

When f� �� �� it is easy to verify that the probability of the neuron to �re

more than one time

�X
k��

pk�� � O�f��� and will be ignored� We associate the

binary variable yj�t � 	� � with the �ring of neuron j in the following way�

yj�t � �� neuron j �res in �t� �� t�

We discretize time in chunks of length � and thus at any time t� the state of

a network of n neurons is described by the vector y�t � �y��t� � � � � yn�t� In

addition� we assume that Wij�t is block shaped� Wij�t � Wij for 	 � t � �

and zero otherwise� Thus� the potential becomes

vi�t �
X
j

Wijyj�t�
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It is well known experimentally� that the PSPs Wij do not give the

same response every time the presynaptic neuron �res� In fact� the synaptic

processes are very noisy and give largely varying postsynaptic responses ����

We will therefore consider the Wij as independent stochastic variables� Let

�Wij denote their mean value and ��ij �
�� pij
pij

�W �
ij their variance� Since the

membrane potential consists of a typically large sum of PSPs� it becomes a

Gaussian variable with mean and variance given by

�vi�t �
X
j

�Wijyj�t

��i �t �
X
j

��ijyj�t� ��

The neuron �res� when the post synaptic potential exceeds a threshold

�i� Therefore� the probability of a post synaptic spike is given by

p�yi�t� � � �jy�t �

Z �

�i

dvi
�p
���i

exp

�
� �vi � �vi

�

���i

�

�
�

�

�
� � erf

�
�vi ��i

�i
p
�

��
��

In this equation� erf is the error function� de�ned as

erf�x �
�p
�

Z x

�

dy exp��y��

In our derivation of this stochastic neuron model� we have assumed that

each of the synapses participates with a contributionWij and that the membrane

potential is an instantaneous function of the total input �see Eq� �� In reality� the

dynamics is much more complex� The membrane integrates incoming stochastic

activity and the time needed to reach the threshold is known as a �rst passage

problem� The analytical solution of the �rst passage time problem is not known

in general� This problem is well approximated by the above treatment when

the membrane time constant is small compared to the rate of change of the

presynaptic input signal�

Note� that the probability to generate a spike depends on the input

activity y�t both in the numerator and in the denominator of Eq� �� The

former dependence is well known and states that the probability of �ring of the

cell is a function of the overlap between the input pattern y and the vector of

synapses� i�e� the mean membrane potential� This dependence is the basis of
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coincidence detection� if between t� � and t a large enough number of a
erent

cells �re� each of which has an excitatory connection to cell i� cell i will �re�

The dependence in the denominator is weaker and is usually ignored� ��i

is a sum of random positive quantities and therefore its mean value is of O�n

and its �uctuations of order O�
p
n� For large n we can therefore ignore the

�uctuations in ��i so that

��i � n��r� ��

Here �� �
�

n

X
j

��ij denotes the mean noise in the synapses and r �
�

n

X
j

�yj

denotes the mean �ring rate� erf is an increasing function of its argument� and �i

a
ects the slope of this function� We see that this slope decreases with increasing

overall �ring rate� This e
ect can be easily understood as follows� When the

�ring rate increases� the mean membrane potential will not be a
ected because

of the balance of excitatory and inhibitory synapses� However� total noise in

the input as given by Eq� � increases� This will broaden the distribution of vi

and thus increase �decrease the probability to �re when �vi is less �larger then

�i� respectively� Thus� because the mean membrane potential is usually lower

than the threshold� an increase in the overall input �ring rate will increase the

probability of the cell to �re �without a
ecting the mean membrane potential�

The e
ect is illustrated in Fig� �� We consider a model neuron with

n��				 synaptic inputs� The synaptic strength is uniformly distributed be�

tween �� and �� The synaptic probability is uniformly distributed between 	 and

�� The threshold is set to zero� For �ring rates 	��� 	�� and 	��� respectively� we

generated �		 binary input vectors and plot the probability of �ring� as given

by Eq� � versus the mean membrane potential �vi�

In the case that the neuron only receives excitatory input� the neuron

is virtually deterministic and the above e
ects are absent� The membrane po�

tential is a sum of n positive quantities and therefore of O�n� The membrane

potential will display large �uctuations also of O�n due to the stochastic nature

of the synapses and the variable input� Therefore� the threshold must also be of

O�n because otherwise the neuron will be either always �ring or always quiet�

Therefore� �vi � �i is of O�n� whereas the denominator is of O�
p
n� The erf

will always be driven to saturation� which makes its output either zero or one

and it is insensitive to the particular value in the denominator�

The error function is numerically very similar to the hyperbolic tangent�
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Fig� � Spike probability as a function of mean membrane potential for di�erent values of

overall �ring rate� See main text for details

in the following way� ��

erf�x � tanh�
�xp
�
�

In addition we de�ne si � �yi � � � �� to denote whether a neuron is �ring or

not� The state of the whole network will be simply denoted by s � �s�� � � � � sn�

Thus� we can rewrite Eq� � in the following way�

p�s�i� t� � js� t � �

�
�� � tanh�hi�ss

�
i � ��

with

hi �
X
j ��i

wijsj � 	i

wij �
�Wijp
��nr�

	i �

P
j
�Wij � ��ip
��nr�

�� The choice of the factor
�p
�

is such that the derivatives of both functions in x � � are

equal and their maximal di�erence is ����	�� One can optimize the prefactor such that
the maximal di�erence is minimized� The resulting prefactor is slightly higher and the
maximal di�erence reduces to ���
��
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x� Stochastic network dynamics

��� Parallel dynamics� Little model

Eq� � describes the probability for a single neuron to emit a spike between

t and t � � � given an input activity s� In a network of neurons� this equation

must be updated in parallel for all neurons� Thus� the transition probability

from a state s at time t to a state s� at time t� � t� � is given by

T �s�� t�js� t �
Y
i

p�s�i� t� � js� t ��

with p�s�i� t � � js� t given by Eq� �� T denotes the probability to observe the

network in state s�� given the fact that it was in state s at the previous time step�

Since the dynamics is stochastic� the network will in general not be found in any

one state but instead in a superposition of states� Therefore� the fundamental

quantity to consider is pt�s� denoting the probability that the network is in

state s at time t� The dynamics of the network is therefore de�ned as

pt�� �s
� �

X
s

T �s�jspt�s� ��

Eq � is known as a �rst order homogeneous Markov process� The �rst

order refers to the fact that the probability of the new state only depends on

the current state and not on any past history� Homogeneous means that the

transition probability is not an explicit function of time� as can be veri�ed by

Eq� �� This Markov process was �rst considered by Little �	��

��� Sequential dynamics

One of the drawbacks of parallel dynamics is that due to the strict dis�

cretization of time in intervals of length � � an external clock is implicitly assumed

which dictates the updating of all the neurons� There exists another stochastic

dynamics which has been used extensively in the neural network literature which

is called sequential Glauber dynamics� Instead of updating all neuron in parallel�

one neuron is selected at random and is updated� The neurobiological motiva�

tion that is sometimes given for this dynamics is that neurons are connected with

random delays and that the membrane integration time is negligible �
� or that

integration times have random duration ���� The main reason for the popularity

of sequential dynamics is that the stationary distribution is a Boltzmann�Gibbs

distribution when the connectivity in the network is symmetric� This makes

the connection to statistical physics immediate and allows for all the powerfull
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machinery of mean �eld theory to be applied� Also� the parameters �weights and

thresholds in the Boltzmann�Gibbs distribution can be adapted with a learning

algorithm which is known as the Boltzmann Machine 
��

The sequential dynamics is de�ned as follows� At every iteration t�

choose a neuron i at random� Update the state of neuron i using Eq� �� Let s

denote the current state of the network and let Fi denote a �ip operator that

�ips the value of the ith neuron� s� � Fis� s�i � �si and s�j � sj for all j �� i�

Thus� the network can make a transition to state s� � Fis with probability

T �s�� t�js� t �
�

n
p�s�i� t� � js� t ��

with p�s�i� t� � js� t again given by Eq� �� The factor
�

n
is a consequence of the

random choice of the neurons at each iteration� The probability to remain in

state s is given by the equality
X
s
�

T �s�js � �� so that

T �s� t�js� t � �� �

n

X
i

p�s�i� t� � js� t� ��

Eqs� � and � together with Eq� � de�ne the sequential dynamics� Note�

that this dynamics allows only transitions between states s and s� that di
er

at most at one location� whereas the Little model allows transitions between all

states�

x� Some properties of Markov processes
In this section� we review some of the basic properties of �rst order

Markov processes� For a more thorough treatment see ����

��� Eigenvalue spectrum of T

Let S denote the set of all state vectors s� s � S is a binary vector of

length n and thus s can take on �n di
erent values� Therefore� pt�s in Eq� �

is a vector of length �n and T �s�js is a �n � �n matrix� Since pt�s denotes

a probability vector� it must satisfy
X
s

pt�s � �� In addition� T �s�js is a

probability vector in s� for each value of s and therefore each column must add

up to one� X
s
�

T �s�js � �� ��	
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Matrices with this property are called stochastic matrices�

Let us denote the eigenvalues and left and right eigenvectors of T by


�� l�� r�� � � �� � � � � �n� respectively ��� In matrix notation we have

Tr� � 
�r�

ly�T � 
�l
y
�

Since T is a non�symmetric matrix� the left and right eigenvectors are di
erent�

non�orthogonal and complex valued� y denotes complex conjugation and trans�

pose� The eigenvalues are complex valued� Under rather general conditions each

set of eigenvectors spans a non�orthogonal basis of C�
n

� These two bases are

dual in the sense that�

ly�r� � ��� � ���

�ab denotes the Kronecker delta� �ab � � if a � b and 	 otherwise� a and b

can be real scalars or vectors� We can therefore expand T on the basis of its

eigenvectors�

T �

�
nX

���


�r�l
y
�

If at t � 	 the network is in a state s� then p��s � pt���s � �
s�s� � Let

us set � � � for convenience� The probability vector pt at some later time t is

obtained by repeated application of Eq� ��

pt � T tp� �
X
�


t�r��l
y
�p� ���

The stationary probability distribution of the stochastic dynamics T is given by

p� which is invariant under the operation of T and therefore satis�es

Tp� � p�� ���

Thus� the stationary distribution is a right eigenvector of T with eigenvalue ��

��� Ergodicity and ergodicity breaking

A Markov process is called irreducible� or ergodic� on a subset of states

C � S if for any state s � C there is a �nite probability to visit any other state

s� � C� This means that for any two states s� s� � C� there exists a number k and

�� In general the number of eigenvalues of T can be less than �n� However for our purposes
we can ignore this case
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a set of intermediate states s � s�� s�� � � � � sk � s� such that
kY

i��

T �sijsi�� � 	�

A subset of states C � S is called closed when the Markov process can never

escape from C� once entered� T �s�js � 	 for all s � C� s�	 � C� In general�

we can decompose the state space S uniquely into closed irreducible subsets

S � T 
 C� 
 C� � � � � where T is a set of transient states and the Ci are closed

irreducible sets�

For an irreducible Markov process of periodicity d the Perron�Frobenius

theorem states that T has d eigenvalues given by


m � exp���imd�m � 	� � � � � d� ��

and all remaining eigenvalues of T are inside the unit circle in the complex plane�

j
�j � � �� � In particular� T has exactly one eigenvalue �� Its corresponding

right eigenvector is equal to the �unique stationary distribution� Note� that the

left eigenvector with eigenvalue � is � ��� � � � � � as is immediately seen from

Eq� �	� The right eigen vector� in contrast� is in general di�cult to compute� as

will be seen later�

A non�irreducible or non�ergodic Markov process has more than one

eigenvalue � and therefore more than one left and right eigenvector with eigen�

value �� Let us denote these eigenvectors by l�� � � � � lk and r�� � � � � rk� respec�

tively� Any linear combination of the right eigenvectors

p� �

kX
���

��r� ���

is therefore a stationary distribution� assuming proper normalization� p��s � 	

for all s and
X
s

p��s � �� Thus� there exists a manifold of dimension k � � of

�� The fact that all eigenvalues are within the unit circle in the complex plane can be easily
demonstrated in the following way� Let � be an eigenvalue of T and l its corresponding
left eigenvector� Then for all s

��� T �sjs��l�s� �
X
s� ��s

l�s��T �s�js��

Choose s such that jl�s�j is maximal� Then

j�� T �sjs�j � 


jl�s�j j
X
s� ��s

l�s��T �s�js�j �
X
s� ��s

T �s�js� � 
� T �sjs��

This statement is known as Gershgoren�s Theorem� Thus � is within a circle of radius

� T �sjs� centered at T �sjs�� We do not know which s maximizes jl�s�j and therefore we
do not know the value of T �sjs�� However since circles with smaller T �sjs� contain circles
with larger T �sjs� � is in the largest circle� j�j � 
� This completes the proof�
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stationary distributions�

In addition� the k left eigenvectors with eigenvalue � encode invariants

of the Markov process in the following way� Let the state of the network at time

t be given by pt� De�ne L��pt � ly�pt� � � �� � � � � k� Then L� is invariant under

the Markov dynamics�

L��pt�� � ly�pt�� � ly�Tpt � ly�pt � L��pt�

One of these invariants is the left eigenvector l� � ��� � � � � � which ensures

that the normalization of the probability vector is conserved under the Markov

process� The value of the remaining k � � invariants are determined by the

initial distribution p�� Since their value is unchanged during the dynamics they

parametrize the stationary manifold and determine uniquely the stationary dis�

tribution� We can thus compute the dependence of the stationary distribution

on the initial state� Because of the orthogonality relation Eq� ��� we obtain

L��p� � ly�p� � ��� Because L� is invariant� we also have L��p� � L��p��

Thus� �� � L��p� and the stationary state depends on the initial state as

p� �

kX
���

�ly�p�r�� ���

Note� that in the ergodic case �k � � the dependence on the initial state disap�

pears� as it should� since ly�p� � � for any initial distribution�

The time to approach stationarity is also given by the eigenvalues of T �

In particular� each eigenvalue whose norm j
�j � � corresponds to a transient

mode in Eq� �� with relaxation time �� �
��

log
�
�

Both concepts of irreducibility and periodicity are important for neural

networks and we therefore illustrate them with a number of simple examples�

Consider a network of two neurons connected symmetrically by a synap�

tic weight w � w�� � w��� First consider sequential dynamics� The transition

matrix T has � eigenvalues� Their values as a function of w are plotted in Fig� �a�

We observe� that for small w there exists only one eigenvalue �� Its corresponding

right eigenvector is the Boltzmann�Gibbs distribution p�s�� s� �
exp�ws�s�

Z
as

will be shown below� For small weigths� the dynamics is ergodic� for any initial�

ization of the network the asymptotic stationary distribution is the Boltzmann�

Gibbs distribution� The dominant relaxation time is given by the largest eigen�

value that is smaller than �� For larger w� we observe that the relaxation time
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Fig� � Eigenvalues of T as a function of w under sequential and parallel dynamics� For large

w multiple eigenvalues 
 signal ergodicity breaking�

becomes in�nite because a second eigenvalue approaches �� This means that

some transitions in the state space require in�nite time and therefore ergodicity

is broken� The large weight prohibits the two neurons to have opposite value and

therefore only the states ��� � and ������ have positive probability in the sta�

tionary distribution� Let us denote the � states ��� �� ������ ���� �� ������
by s�� � � �� � � � � �� The right eigenvectors with eigenvalue � are the Boltzmann�

Gibbs distribution

r��s �
�

�
��

s�s� � �
s�s�

and the vector

r��s �
�

�
��

s�s� � �
s�s�

The stationary distribution is no longer unique and consists of any linear com�

bination of r� and r� that is normalized and positive� p� � r� � ��r�� with

�� � �� � �� The left eigenvectors with eigenvalue � are

l��s � �

l��s � �
s�s� � �

s�s�

and the corresponding quantities L� and L� are conserved� The dependence of

the stationary distribution on the initial distribution is given by Eq� �� with

k � �� In particular� the � pure states are mapped onto�

s� � L� � �  p��s � r��s � r��s � �
s�s�

s��� � L� � 	  p��s � r��s

s� � L� � ��  p��s � r��s� r��s � �
s�s�
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For the same network with parallel dynamics� the eigenvalues are de�

picted in Fig� �b� For small weights the network is again ergodic� The station�

ary distribution is given by Eq� �	 and is �at� independent of w and s� For

large weights ergodicity breaking occurs together with the occurence of a cycle

of period � and two additional eigenvalues �� Using the invariants� it is easy to

show that the � pure states are mapped onto the stationary distributions�

s�  p��s � �
s�s�

s���  p��s �
�

�
��

s�s� � �
s�s�

s�  p��s � �
s�s�

States s� and s� are two attractors� T s��� � s���� States s� and s� form a limit

cycle of length �� T �s� � T s� � s�� Note in particular� that none of the states

is mapped onto the ergodic stationary distribution Eq� �	 when ergodicity is

broken�

In our examples we have seen that for symmetric networks� all eigen

values of T are real� This is indeed in general true for both parallel and se�

quential dynamics� �� � 
� � �� In addition� one can show for sequential

dynamics �symmetric or asymmetric that all eigenvalues are within the circle

centered at
�

�
�	i with radius

�

�
�
�� The proof of this last statement again uses

Gershgoren�s Theorem and the special property of sequential dynamics that

T �Fisjs � T �sjFis �
�

n
� As a consequence� sequential dynamics has always

periodicity � since other eigenvalues with j
j � � are excluded� Note� that this

property holds regardless of whether the network has symmetric or asymmetric

connectivity� It also follows that for parallel dynamics with symmetric weights

one can have at most periodicity �� Parallel dynamics with asymmetric weights

can have arbitrary periodicity and will be discussed in section ����

x� Boltzmann�Gibbs distributions
If we consider a stochastic neural network with a random connectivity

matrix� what will the behavior of the network be� This is a rather di�cult

question to answer in general� but in some speci�c cases quite a lot is known�

In particular for symmetrically connected networks with sequential dynamics�

the equilibrium distribution is the Boltzmann�Gibbs distribution which plays a

central role in statistical physics �see also the chapter by Coolen in this book�
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In this section we derive the Boltzmann�Gibbs distribution� Then we indicate

the computational problems associated with the computation of statistics of the

Boltzmann�Gibbs distribution� Subsequently� we will use the cavity method to

describe the behavior of an ensemble of randomly generated networks� It is

shown that depending on the type of connectivity in the network� it can be

in one of three possible phases� a paramagnetic phase where neural �ring is

weakly correlated� a ferromagnetic phase where large groups of neurons assume

either maximal or minimal �ring rates� and a spin�glass phase where neurons

are frozen in a random disordered state� Subsequently� we brie�y discuss the

Hop�eld attractor neural network and explain how the above phases arise in

this model and a
ect its storage capacity�

��� The stationary distribution

In the case that the synaptic connectivity is symmetric� wij � wji one

can compute the stationary probability distribution for the parallel and sequen�

tial dynamics explicitly� In both cases the derivation uses the argument of de�

tailed balance� which states that for the dynamics T �s�js there exists a function

p�s such that

T �sjs�p�s� � T �s�jsp�s for all s� s�� ���

If detailed balance holds� it implies that p�s is a stationary distribution of T �

which is easily veri�ed by summing both sides of Eq� �� over all states s� and

using Eq� �	� However� the reverse is not true� many stochastic dynamics do not

satisfy detailed balance and a solution to Eq� �� is then typically not available

in analytical form� although its existence is dictated by the Perron�Frobenius

theorem ����

For random sequential dynamics� T is given by Eqs� � and � and the

detailed balance equation reads T �Fisjsp�s � T �sjFisp�Fis for all states s

and all neighbor states Fis� It is easy to show that

T �sjFis
T �Fisjs � exp���

X
j

wijsj � 	isi�

Consider the distribution

p�s �
�

Z
exp�

�

�

X
ij

wijsisj �
X
i

	isi� ���
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p�s is called a Boltzmann�Gibbs distribution and plays a central role in statis�

tical physics� For this reason� the expression in the exponent is often referred to

as the energy�

�E�s �
�

�

X
ij

wijsisj �
X
i

	isi� ���

States of low energy have high probability� Z is a normalization constant�

Z �
X
s

exp��E�s ���

and is called the partition function� p�s only depends on the symmetric part of

the weights ws
ij and

p�s

p�Fis
� exp���

X
j

ws
ijsj � 	isi�

Thus for symmetric weights� detailed balance is satis�ed between all neighboring

states� Since all values of T are zero for non�neighboring states this proves that

p�s is the equilibrium distribution� ��

��� Computing statistics

p�s in Eq� �� and �	 give an analytical expression of the stationary

probability distribution of an arbitrary network with symmetric connectivity

and sequential and parallel dynamics� respectively� From these equations we can

compute any interesting statistics� such as for instance the mean �ring rate of

each of the neurons�

mi � hsii �
X
s

sip�s� ���

�� When all neurons are updated in parallel the transition matrix is given by Eq� �� As
in the case of sequential dynamics we can again compute the stationary distribution for
symmetric weights� We use again detailed balance�

T �s�js�
T �sjs��

�
exp�

P
ij
wijsjs

�
i
�
P

i
�is

�
i
�

exp�
P

ij
wijs�

j
si �

P
i
�isi�

Y
i

cosh�hi�s
���

cosh�hi�s��
�

When the weights are symmetric the term involving the double sum over i and and j

cancels and the remainder is of the form
p�s��

p�s�
 with

p�s� �



Z
exp�

X
i

log cosh�
X
j

wijsj � �i� �
X
i

�isi�� ����

This is the equilibrium distribution for parallel dynamics �	��
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and correlations between neurons�

�ij � hsisji � hsii hsji �
X
s

sisjp�s�mimj � ���

However� these computations are in general too time consuming due to the sum

over all states� which involves �n terms�

For some distributions� the sum can be performed e�ciently� For Boltzmann�

Gibbs distributions� the subset of probability distributions for which the sum

over states can be performed e�ciently are called decimatable distributions ����

These include factorized distributions� trees and some other special graphs as

sub sets� For factorized distributions� p�s �
Y
i

pi�si� the energy only depends

linearly on si and the sum over states can be performed by factorization�

X
s

exp�
X
i

�isi �
Y
i

�X
si

exp��isi

�
�
Y
i

� cosh��i�

From Eqs� �� and �	 we infer that this corresponds to the rather uninteresting

case of a network without synaptic connections� ��

In general� the sum over states can not be computed in any simple way�

In this case we call the the probability distribution intractable and one needs to

apply approximation methods to compute the partition function and statistics

such as Eq� �� and ���

For speci�c models� i�e� speci�c realizations of the connections and

thresholds� one can obtain a generic description of the network behavior by

using mean �eld theory� Such an approach typically considers not one network�

but an ensemble of networks and the limit of n�� One can then compute the

average behavior of such networks� This approach has been successfully applied

to many neural network models� such as the attractor neural network proposed

by Hop�eld ��� In this section we will brie�y outline this approach and give some

�� The probability distribution p�s� is called a tree when between any two neurons in the
network there exists only one path where a path is a sequence of connections� Alterna�
tively one can order the neurons in the graph with labels 
� � � � � n such that neuron i is
connected to any number of neurons with higher label but only to at most one neuron
with lower label� For Boltzmann�Gibbs distributions which are trees�X

s

exp�
X
�ij�

wijsisj� �
X
s

exp�
X
i

wipisispi� �
Y
i

� cosh�wipi ��

where pi labels the parent of neuron i� For parallel dynamics such non�trivial decimatable
structures do not exist�
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of the most well�known results� For a more complete review see the contribution

by Coolen in this volume�

��� The cavity method

There are various ways to derive mean �eld results� The most well�

known approach is to use the replica method� Here we will consider a somewhat

simpler approach called the cavity method� which dates back to ��� ���

If we want to compute the mean �ring rate of neuron i we must compute

the exponential sum in Eq� ��� Due to the dependence of p�s on Z� we must

also compute the exponential sum in Eq� ��� The idea of the cavity method is

to separate these sums in a contribution from neuron i and a contribution from

all other neurons in the following way�

Z �
X
sni

X
si

exp�sihi exp��Eni � � hcoshhiini Zni

Z hsii �
X
sni

X
si

si exp�sihi exp��Eni � � hsinhhiini Zni

where Eni denotes all contributions to the energy excluding dependencies on si

and h�ini denotes ensemble average with respect to the Boltzmann�Gibbs distri�

bution pni �
exp��Eni

Zni
� Thus we obtain

hsii �
hsinhhiini
hcoshhiini

���

hi is the local �eld de�ned previously� hi �
X
j ��i

wijsj � 	i� It is a

stochastic quantity consisting of a sum of contributions from all other neurons�

In particular� hi does not depend on si� However� hhii does depend on si� because

si a
ects the mean �ring rates of all neurons in the network� For instance� if

all connections are positive� si � �� will increase �decrease all �ring rates hsji
slightly�

Instead we consider the restricted averages and write

hi � hhiini � ui� ���

�� Here we use a particularly transparent formulation which was communicated to me by
Manfred Opper
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ui is a stochastic quantity that we assume to be symmetrically distributed under

pni� pni��ui � pni�ui� In particular� huiini � 	� Substituting Eq� �� in Eq� ��

we obtain

hsinh�hiini � sinh�hhiini hexpuiini
hcosh�hiini � cosh�hhiini hexpuiini

and thus

hsii � tanh�hhiini� ���

This is the main result of the cavity method� It states that the expected �ring

rate of neuron i only depends on the expected value of the local �eld computed

in the absence of neuron i�

��� Quenched average solution for the SK model

We can use Eq� �� to compute the typical behavior of an ensemble

of networks in the limit of large n� Before we consider the attractor neural

network� we will �rst analyze the behavior of a simpler model� the so�called

Sherrington�Kirkpatrick �SK model� In this model one assumes that wij are

drawn independently at random from a Gaussian distribution with mean value

J�
n� �

and variance
J�

n� �
� 	i is drawn independently at random from a Gaussian

distribution with mean value I� and variance I��

For one realization of the weights� hhiini is not a random quantity� but

just a number given by

hhiini �
X
j

wij hsjini � 	i

We compute the distribution of hhiini in the ensemble of networks� This is called

a quenched average� where quenched means �xed and refers to the fact that we

compute the Boltzmann�Gibbs statistics for a �xed realization of the weights and

thresholds and� after that� average the resulting �ring rates over all realizations

of weights and thresholds�

The �rst term in hhiini depends on the connections to neuron i� It is

multiplied by a term which is an expectation value computed in the network from

which neuron i is removed and therefore does not depend on the connections to

neuron i� wij � j � �� � � � � n� We can therefore easily compute the statistics with

respect to wij and 	i� Since hhiini is a large sum of random contributions� it has
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a Gaussian distribution� Its mean value and variance areD
hhiini

E
w
�

J�
n� �

X
j ��i

hsjini � I� � J�m� I�

D
�hhiini�

E
w
�
�D
hhiini

E
w

��
� J�q � I�

where we have de�ned m �
�

n� �

X
j ��i

hsjini and q �
�

n� �

X
j ��i

hsji�ni and h�iw

denotes average with respect to wij � Note� that m and q are independent of i in

the limit n��

m �
�

n� �

X
j ��i

hsjini �
�

n

X
j

hsji �

q �
�

n� �

X
j ��i

hsji�ni �
�

n

X
j

hsji� �

Thus the quenched average of Eq� �� becomes

m �
�p
��

Z
dze�

z
�

� tanh�
p
qJ� � I�z � J�m� I� ���

and the quenched average of the square of Eq� �� becomes

q �
�p
��

Z
dze�

z
�

� tanh��
p
qJ� � I�z � J�m� I� ���

These equations are identical to the replica symmetric solution as given in ����

The solutions form and q of Eqs� �� and �� can be computed for di
erent

values of J�� J� I� and I � Here we restrict ourselves to the case I� � I � 	� ie�

	i � 	� For both J� and J small� the only solution is m � q � 	� From the

de�nitions of m and q we see that this means that hsii � 	� This is the regime

where the couplings between neurons are small and can in fact be ignored� The

mean �ring rate is given by the threshold value� hsii � tanh�	i� This is called

the paramagnetic phase�

One can perform a linear stability analysis of the solution m � q � 	

and one �nds that the solution is stable as long as 	 � J� � � and 	 � J� � ��

For J� � � and J � J�� most of the weights are positive� The neurons will

excite each other and the net result is that all neurons will align� The solution

that is obtained is q � m � � which means hsii � �� This is the ferromagnetic

phase� On the other hand� for J � � and J� � J the weights are large but of

opposite sign� As a result� the network is frustrated ���� When for instance three
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neurons are connected by two positive connections and one negative connection�

there is no con�guration s such that wijsisj � 	 for all pairs� As a result of

frustration� the energy contains �often exponentially many local minima that

have approximately the same value� In contrast� in the absence of frustration

the energy contains only one �or maybe a few� due to symmetries minimum�

The solution is m � 	 and q � 	� It means that the each of the neurons has

mean value hsii � �pq and is frozen in this state� This frozen disorder is called

the spin glass phase� The results are summarized in Fig� ��

When thresholds are present the behavior of the network remains quali�

tatively the same� For instance� there is still a paramagnetic phase where neurons

�re more or less independently� but the mean �ring rates are now not zero but

given by hsii � tanh�	i� For larger weights there are transitions to ferromag�

netic and spin glass phases� The transitions between phases is less abrupt for

non�zero thresholds� When I� and I are large compared to J� and J � respec�

tively� the collective behavior of the network breaks down and each neuron aligns

according to its threshold�

x� Asymmetric networks

��� The di	erences between symmetric and asymmetric

networks
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In the previous section� we have studied the typical behavior of symmet�

ric networks� However� the assumption of symmetry is rather unrealistic� What

di
erences should we expect when we consider asymmetric networks�

There are several ways to introduce asymmetry in neural networks�

One approach uses temporal associations of neural activity of the form wij �
si�tsj�t� �� In this way� a sequence of patterns is memorized by the network�

Such a type of memory may be needed to represent various temporal behav�

iors� such as motor control tasks or generation of speech� The simplest way to

memorize such sequences is by using parallel dynamics� One simply assumes

wij �
pX
�

����i ��j � with ��� � � �� � � � �p the sequence of patterns� The e
ect is

that the dynamics of the network contains a limit cycle formed by the sequence

of patterns� Regarding the storage capacity of such a network� one can show a

similar result as in the symmetric case� i�e� that for low noise level and for small

enough p the sequence is recalled ���� See for instance ��� for a review of these

models�

Another frequently studied model is the asymmetric SK model� The

weights are drawn at random from a mean zero Gaussian distribution� The

asymmetry is controlled by a parameter

� �
hwijwjiiw�
w�
ij

	
w

�

� � �� 	��� describe the symmetric� asymmetric and anti�symmetric case� re�

spectively�

The behavior of these networks have been studied extensively in the

noiseless limit �	� �
� ��� ���� For symmetric and anti�symmetric networks it is easy

to show that they have �xed points and limit cycles of length � �symmetric
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case and limit cycles of length � �anti�symmetric ��� �
�� �� As we saw in the

previous section� the symmetric noiseless network is a spin glass� Ergodicity

is severely broken� Any initial state will converge to one of the exponentially

many local minima or limit cycles of length �� for sequential or parallel dynamics

respectively� The relaxation time is polynomial in the size of the network ����

Ergodicity is also broken in the antisymmetric network� leading to exponentially

many limit cycles of length �� for sequential or parallel dynamics respectively�

For asymmetric networks� with ��c � � � �c and �c � 	��� the behavior

is radically di
erent� In the noiseless limit� there exist exponentially long limit

cycles that dominate the network dynamics �	�� Thus� to compute statistics in the

stationary state requires a simulation time that is exponential in the network

size ���� This latter feature is particularly important� because it means that

the behavior of the network for any �nite time is transient and its stationary

statistics become in a sense irrelevant� The behavior of the network can be

interpreted as chaotic� divergent trajectories and exponential size of transients
����

We illustrate the e
ect of asymmetry in Fig� �� where we show the eigen�

value spectrum of a fully connected symmetric� asymmetric and antisymmetric

network of � neurons with parallel dynamics� The symmetric network has pos�

itive and negative real eigenvalues indicating the possibility of �xed point solu�

�� We give the derivation for �i � �� Consider the two�time Lyapunov function

L�t� t� 
� � �
X
i�j

si�t � 
�wijsj�t��

Under parallel dynamics the change of L in one time step is

�L � L�t � 
� t� ��� L�t� t� 
�

� �
X
i

�
si�t � ��

X
j

wijsj�t � 
� � si�t�
X
j

wjisj�t� 
�

�
�

We consider the symmetric and anti�symmetric case� wij � kwji with k � �
� In
addition de�ne �i�t� � �
 such that si�t � �� � �i�t�si�t�� Then

�L �
X
i

�k�i � 
�si�t� ��hi�t� 
��

Due to the parallel dynamics si�t���hi�t�
� is always positive for all i� Since k�i � �

we have �L � �� Since L is bounded from below the dynamics converges to a state where
�L � � and therefore

k�i � 
 for all i�

For symmetric networks k � 
 and thus si�t��� � si�t�� the network has limit cycles of
length 
 and �� For anti�symmetric networks k � �
 and thus si�t � �� � �si�t�� This
excludes �xed points and limit cycles of length � but allows limit cycles of length ��
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tions and limit cycles of length � and �� The anti�symmetric network has eigen�

values at multiples of i and therefore displays period � cycles� Both symmetric

and anti�symmetric networks display ergodicity breaking� The asymmetric net�

work has eigenvalues all over the complex circle� In the noiseless case we discern

a periodic orbit of length ��� No ergodicity breaking occurs�

��� Mean 
eld theory in the absence of detailed balance

In section � we have seen how a quenched averaged approach is capable of

describing the typical behavior of neural networks� However� in many instances

we are not satis�ed with such average results but would like to say something

about an individual network� An example is when we consider learning� It has

been well established experimentally� that synapses change their strength as a

function of the �ring of the pre and post synaptic neuron� In order to compute

these changes� one need therefore estimates of the mean �ring rates and the

�time�delayed correlations of the pre and post synaptic neuron� However� as we

have seen these quantities are di�cult to compute�

In this section we therefore consider a form of mean �eld theory that was

previously proposed by Plefka ��� for Boltzmann�Gibbs distributions� It turns

out that the restriction to Boltzmann�Gibbs distributions is not necessary and

one can derive results that are valid also for asymmetric networks as well as for

parallel dynamics� We therefore consider the general case� A drawback of this

approach is that it is only valid for small values of the weights� However� as we

have seen in section � this is to be expected for biological networks� because due

to noise the e
ective synaptic strength scales with
�p
n
� We use this method

to compute the mean �eld equations and correlations for asymmetric stochastic

networks with sequential dynamics� Subsequently� we will illustrate the approach

for learning in Boltzmann Machines�

Our argument uses an information geometric viewpoint� For an intro�

duction to this approach see for instance ���� In section � we have seen that when

the stochastic neuron dynamics is ergodic� it has a unique stationary probability

distribution� We will assume ergodicity and denote the stationary distribution

by p�sj	� w� which is a probability distribution over s and depends on the weigths

and thresholds of the network� Unless the connectivity is symmetric� we do not

know its functional form explicitly�

Let P � fp�sj	� wg be the manifold of all the probability distributions
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over the state space S that can be obtained by considering di
erent values of

	� w� P contains a submanifold M � P of factorized probability distributions�

This submanifold is described by

M � fq�sj	� w � Pjw � 	g�
	 � �	�� � � � � 	n parametrizes the manifold M� and w parametrizes the remain�

der of the manifold P � For q � M we can write the stationary distribution

explicitly�

q�sj	q �
Y
i

exp�	qi si

� cosh�	qi 
�
Y
i

�

�
�� �mq

i si�

with mq
i � hsiiq � tanh�	qi � Here� h�iq denotes expectation value with respect

to the distribution q� The submanifold M describes the factorized stationary

distributions for networks with all synaptic connections zero�

Consider a network� whose weights and thresholds are given by 	� w�

This network has a stationary distribution p�sj	� w � S� We want to �nd its

mean 	eld approximation which we de�ne as the factorized distribution q � M
that we obtain by orthogonal projection of p onto M� It can then be shown
��� ���� that the orthogonal projection ontoM is found by minimizing the relative

entropy

D�p� q �
X
s

p�sj	� w log
�
p�sj	� w
q�sj	q

�

with respect to the coordinates of 	q of the factorized distribution q� We �nd

dD�p� q

d	qi
� mq

i �mp
i � 	� ���

with mp
i � hsiip� This equation states that the closest factorized model has its

�rst moments equal to the �rst moments of the target distribution p� This is

illustrated in Fig� ��

We need to solve Eq� �� for 	qi � tanh���mq
i � However� we can not

compute mp
i since we do not know the stationary distribution p� Even if we

knew p �for instance Boltzmann�Gibbs distribution it would be of little help�

since computation of mp
i is intractable� In order to proceed� we assume that the

distribution p is somehow close to the submanifold M� De�ne d	i � 	i� 	qi and
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dwij � wij � 	 � wij � Expanding dmi � mp
i �mq

i to second order we obtain

	 � dmi �
X
J

�mi

��J

jqd�J �
�

�

X
J�K

��mi

��J��K

jqd�Jd	K � ���

where �I � �	i� wij is the vector of all weights and thresholds�

In order to proceed we need to compute the dependence of mi on 	� w

in the factorized point q� We can use Eqs� �� and �� and the de�nitions of the

transition matrices T for sequential and parallel dynamics Eqs� �� � and � to get

the implicit relations

hsii � htanh�hi�si � ��	

This equation holds for both sequential and parallel dynamics� The computation

of the derivatives is tedious but straightforward� It is presented in the Appendix�

The result is

mi � tanh�
X
j

wijmj � 	i �mi

X
j

w�
ij���m�

j � ���

Eq� �� is our main result and gives the approximate mean �ring rates for ar�

bitrary dynamics and arbitrary �but small synaptic connections� In the case

of symmetric connections wij � wji� Eq� �� were �rst derived by Thouless�

Anderson and Palmer and are referred to as the TAP equations ����

The correlations can be computed in a similar manner� but depend on

the type of dynamics� We restrict ourselves to sequential dynamics and equal

time correlations� From Eq� �� we obtain

hsisji � �

�
hsi tanh�hj�si� �i� j� ���

When we expand �ij around the factorized solution �qij � 	� we obtain

�ij �
�

�
���m�

i ���m�
j wij

�
�

�
���m�

i ���m�
j 



�X

k ��i

wikw
s
ik���m�

k � �mimj�wji
�

�
A

��i� j ���

To evaluate the quality of our mean��eld approximations� we compare

them to results of Monte Carlo simulations� We consider networks of n � �		
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neurons� We choose w�
ij � i �� j random and independently from a normal dis�

tribution with mean zero and variance
�p
n
� We consider two di
erent types

of weights� symmetric weights w�
ij � w�

ji and asymmetric weights� where w�
ij

and w�
ji are drawn independently� We consider two types of thresholds� 	�i � 	

and 	�i random and independently from a normal distribution with mean zero

and variance �� Since the approximation is expected to deteriorate with in�

creasing weights size� we consider networks with �wij � 	i � ��w�
ij � 	

�
i  and vary

	 � � � ��

We use Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the mean �ring rates hsii
and correlations �ij � The states are generated using sequential Glauber dynam�

ics� To minimize the initialization �burn in e
ect� we start the network in a

random state and do not include the �rst t� iterations� We compute the average

over the subsequent � states�

hsiimc
�

�

�

t�t���X
t�t�

si�t ���

�mc
ij �

�

�

t�t���X
t�t�

si�tsj�t� hsiimc hsjimc ���

The results are rather dependent on a proper choice of t� and � � We obtained

stable results by chosing t� � �		n and � � �	
n� These values are rather large�

but necessary to get results accurate enough to compute the small �ij �s� �The

�ij �s are small because to lowest order �ij � wij � �p
n
�

From Eq� �� we compute the mean �eld approximation of the mean �ring

rates� In order to assess the importance of the second order �TAP contribution�

we also compute these approximate values taking only the terms of O�w into

account �MF� In Fig� �� we show the root mean square �RMS values of the

mean �ring rates as a function of � for the Monte Carlo solution �MC� the

mean �eld solution �MF solution and the TAP solution� The statistical errors

in the Monte Carlo results for mi are of the order �mi � 	�		�� In addition�

we show the RMS values of the di
erence between the MF and MC solution

and between the TAP and MC solution� We conclude that the second order

approximation is signi�cantly better than the �rst order approximation when

� � �� both for symmetric and asymmetric networks�

The results for the correlations are presented in Fig� �� The statistical
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errors in the Monte Carlo results for �ij are of the order ��ij � 	�		�� We

compute the TAP�values for the mean �ring rates and insert these in Eq� �� to

compute the correlations� We consider again separately the O�w approximation

and the O�w� approximation� We conclude that the second order approxima�

tion is signi�cantly better than the �rst order approximation when � � 	��� both

for symmetric and asymmetric networks�

x� Learning in neural networks

��� Attractor neural networks

In ����� John Hop�eld wrote a seminal paper� where he proposed a

stochastic neural network in which the connections are the result of Hebbian

learning ��� Hebbian learning is the mechanism that neurons increase their con�

nection strength when they are both active at the same time� The rationale is

that when a presynaptic spike contributions to the �ring of the post synaptic

neuron� it is likely that its contribution is of some functional importance to the

animal and therefore the e�cacy of the responsible synapse should be increased�

If however� the pre synaptic spike does not result in the �ring of the post synap�

tic cell� or vise versa� that the post synaptic cell �res in the absence of the pre

synaptic spike� the synapse is probably not very important and its strength is

decreased� One could summarize this behavior as

�wij � ��yi�tyj�t� 
wij�

where yi�t � 	� � denote the �ring of neuron i between time t and t�� as de�ned

in section �� � is the learning rate and 
 is a small positive constant� Although

the mechanism of Hebbian learning has been con�rmed in various experiments
�	�� the picture is considered to be too simple� In particular� synapses display an

interesting history dependent dynamics with characteristic time scales of several

msec to hours�

The analysis of stochastic networks with Hebbian connectivity was per�

formed in a series of papers by Amit� Gutfreund and Sompolinsky �� ���� They

considered various �Hebbian� learning rules which are similar� but not quite iden�

tical to the Hebbian mechanism discussed above� Nevertheless� one expects that

the behavior of this model is qualitatively the same as for biological networks�

Due to the symmetric connectivity� the stationary behavior of the net�

work can be computed and is given by Eq� ��� The patterns �� become stable

attractors of the dynamics when the number of patterns is su�ciently small
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and � is su�ciently large� Thus the network operates as a distributed memory�

When � is too small� all attractors become unstable and the �ring of the neurons

becomes more or less uncorrelated� This behavior is similar to the paramagnetic

phase discussed in the SK model� When the number of patterns is too large� the

network behaves as a spin glass whose minima are uncorrelated with the stored

patterns� This behavior is to a large extend independent of whether the neuron

dynamics is sequential or parallel �see section � for the de�nition of these terms�

��� Boltzmann Machines

Another well�known application of the Boltzmann�Gibbs distribution are

Boltzmann Machines 
�� The basic idea is to treat the distribution Eq� �� as a

statistical model� and to use standard statistical tools to estimate its parameters

wij and 	i�

Let us partition the neurons in a set of nv visible units and nh hidden

units �nv � nh � n� Let � and � label the �nv visible and �nh hidden states

of the network� respectively� Thus� every state s is uniquely described by a

tuple ��� Learning consists of adjusting the weights and thresholds in such a

way that the Boltzmann�Gibbs distribution on the visible units p� �
X
�

p��

approximates a target distribution q� as closely as possible�

A suitable measure for the di
erence between the distributions p� and

q� is the relative entropy �
�

K �
X
�

q� log
q�
p�

� ���

It is easy to show that K � 	 for all distributions p� and K � 	 i
 p� � q� for

all ��

Therefore� learning consists of minimizing K with respect to wij and 	i

using gradient descent and the learning rules are given by 
� ���

�	i � �� �K
�	i

� �
�
hsiic � hsii

�
�

�wij � �� �K

�wij

� �
�
hsisjic � hsisji

�
i �� j� ���

The parameter � is the learning rate� The brackets h�i and h�ic denote the �free�

and �clamped� expectation values� respectively� The �free� expectation values are
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de�ned as usual�

hsii �
X
��

s��i p��

hsisji �
X
s

s��i s��j p�� � ���

The �clamped� expectation values are obtained by clamping the visible units in

a state � and taking the expectation value with respect to q��

hsiic �
X
��

s��i q�p�j�

hsisjic �
X
��

s��i s��j q�p�j� ���

s��i is the value of neuron i when the network is in state ��� p�j� is the con�

ditional probability to observe hidden state � given that the visible state is ��

Note that in Eqs� �� ��� i and j run over both visible and hidden units�

Thus� the BM learning rules contain clamped and free expectation values

of the Boltzmann�Gibbs distribution� The computation of the free expectation

values is intractable� because the sums in Eqs� �� consist of �n terms� If q� is

given in the form of a training set of p patterns� the computation of the clamped

expectation values� Eqs� ��� contains p�nh terms� This is intractable as well� but

usually less expensive than the free expectation values� As a result� the exact

version of the BM learning algorithm can not be applied to practical problems�

We therefore apply the mean �eld approximation as discussed in the

previous section� Due to the symmetric weights� the Boltzmann Machine is an

equilibrium system and we can improve on our estimates of the correlations

between neurons� Eq� ��� using the linear response theorem ���� The starting

point is to observe the exact relations

hsii � � logZ

�	i
��	

�ij �
�� logZ

�	i�	j
� ���

which follow immediately from the de�nition of Z� We can combine these equa�

tions and obtain

�ij �
� hsii
�	j

� �mi

�	j
���
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Thus� the correlations are given by the derivative of the equilibrium �ring rates

with respect to the thresholds� In the last step we have replaced these �ring

rates by their mean �eld estimates� Eq� ��� We can compute the right hand side

of Eq� �� from Eq� ���

Having obtained estimates for the statistics� this basically solves the

learning problem� For arbitrary wij and 	i we can compute the mean �ring

rates and correlations �both clamped and free and insert these values into the

learning rule Eq� ���

The situation is particularly simple in the absence of hidden units���

In this case� h�ic does not depend on wij and 	i and are simply given by the

statistics of the data� If the data consists of p patterns with equal probability�

s�i � � � �� � � � � p� then hsiic �
�

p

X
�

s�i and hsisjic �
�

p

X
�

s�i s
�
j � Thus our task

is to �nd wij and 	i such that the �mean �eld approximations of the free mean

�ring rates and correlations are equal to hsiic and hsisjic� respectively�
mi � hsiic ���

�ij � hsisjic �mimj � i �� j� ���

Eqs� �� and �� are n�
�

�
n�n� � equations with an equal number of unknowns

wij and 	i and can be solved using standard numerical routines�

We can however� make a signi�cant improvement in the learning proce�

dure when we observe that the TAP term in Eq� �� represents a self coupling

to neuron i� Instead of using the TAP approximation to relate this self�coupling

to the o
�diagonal weights wij � we propose to introduce additional parameters�

diagnonal weights wii� which we estimate in the learning process� We therefore

need n additional equations for learning� for which we propose �ii � � � m�
i �

This equation is true by de�nition for the exact �� but becomes an additional

constraint on wij and 	i when � is the linear response approximation Eq� ���

Thus our basic equations become

mi � tanh�
nX

j��

wijmj � 	i ���

���ij �
�	j
�mi

�
�ij

��m�
i

� wij � ���

�� The following discussion can be extended to hidden units using an EM�type of iteration
procedure�
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Note� that the sum over j in the equation formi now also includes a contribution

wiimi� From Eq� ����� we can compute the solution for wij and 	i in closed

form�

mi � hsiic ���

cij � hsisjic � hsiic hsjic ���

wij �
�ij

��m�
i

� c���
ij

���

	i � tanh���mi�
nX

j��

wijmj ��	

��� Classi
cation of digits

We demonstrate the quality of the above mean �eld approximation for

Boltzmann Machine learning on a digit recognition problem� The data consists

of ��			 examples of handwritten digits �	�� compiled by the U�S� Postal Service

O�ce of Advanced Technology� The examples are preprocessed to produce ���

binary images� Some examples are shown in Fig� �

Our approach is to model each of the digits with a separate Boltzmann

Machine� For each digit� we use �		 patterns for training using the approach

outlined above� We thus obtain �	 Boltzmann distributions

log p�sjW� � �E�sjW�� logZ�W�� � � 	� � � � � ��

where W� � �w�
ij � 	

�
i  are the weights and thresholds for digit �� We then

test the performance of these models on a classi�cation task using the same �		

training patterns per digit as well as the �		 test patterns per digit� We classify

each pattern to the model � with the highest probability� The normalization

logZ�W� is intractable and depends on � and therefore a
ects classi�cation�

We use its mean �eld approximation given by ��� ���

logZ � ��

�

X
ij

wijmimj �
X
i

	imi

��

�

X
i

��� �mi log�� �mi � ���mi log���mi

The correlation matrix cij in Eq� �� is �close to singular� This results in

very large weights in Eq� �� and we should question the validity of the mean �eld
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nearest neighbor ��� !

back�propagation ��� !

wake�sleep ��� !

sigmoid belief ��� !

Boltzmann Machine ��� !

Table � Classi�cation error rates for the test data set of handwritten digits� The �rst tree

were reported by ��� the fourth was reported in ����

approximation� We propose to solve this problem by adding a �at distribution

to the training data�

q�  ��� 
q� � 

�

�n
���

hsiic  ��� 
 hsiic ���

hsisjic  ��� 
 hsisjic � 
�ij ���

In Fig� � we show the result of the Boltzmann Machine classi�er as a function

of 
� We see that the classi�cation error depends strongly on the value of 
�

However� there is no over�tting e
ect in the sense that a value that is optimal

on the training set is also optimal on the test set� The optimal 
 on the training

set is 
 � 	���� The classi�cation error on the test set for this value of 
 is

����!� In ��� ��� this classi�cation problem is used on the same data to compare

a number of algorithms� The reported error rates on the test set are summarized

in Table �� The result obtained with the backpropagation method is rather

competitive� I tried to reproduce it and it requires extensive training times and

the result is not so good in all runs� The three best methods in Table � are

all unsupervised methods� They do density estimation on each of the classes

separately and are not optimized for classi�cation� Therefore� it is encouraging

that these methods are capable of outperforming the multi�layered perceptron�

The Boltzmann Machine yields as good performance as the best unsupervised

method known on this data� The main advantage of the Boltzmann Machine

is that no hidden structure is needed in contrast to all the other methods in

Table � except for the nearest neighbor method� As a result� the Boltzmann

Machine solution is trained and tested in several minutes� whereas the other
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methods require several hours �	�

x	 Appendix
 TAP equations
In this appendix we present the main steps to derive the TAP equations

Eqs� ��� We start with the computation of the derivatives in Eq� ���

� hsii
�	j

jq �
X
s

�p�s

�	j
jq tanh�	qi  � q�s���m�

i�q�ij � ���m�
i�q�ij �

where mi�q � tanh�	qi  is the mean �ring rate of neuron i in the factorized model

q� Similarly�

� hsii
�wjk

jq � ���m�
i�q�ijmk�q �

Using mi � mi�p � mi�q because of Eq� �� we obtain to lowest order

	 � dmi � ���m�
i �d	i �

X
j

mjdwij � ���

This is equivalent to mi � tanh�
X
j

wijmj � 	pi �

In a similar way one computes the second order derivatives and the result

is

X
jk

�� hsii
�	j�	k

jqd	jd	k � ��mi���m�
i �d	

�
i

X
jkl

�� hsii
�	j�wkl

jqd	jdwkl � ���m�
i 
X
j


���m�

j d	j � �mimjd	i
�
dwij

X
jklm

�� hsii
�wjk�wlm

jqdwjkdwlm � ���m�
i 
X
jk

����m�
kmjdwkjdwik

����m�
j mkdwjkdwij � �mi hsjski dwijdwik

Substituting this into Eq� �� we obtain

	 � dmi � ���m�
i 



�Ai �miA

�
i �

X
j

���m�
j wijAj �mi

X
j

w�
ij���m�

j 

�
A �

�	 A comparison on a larger OCR problem was done in ��� which yields the
same conclusion regarding the unsupervised methods� In this case how�
ever signi�cant improvements have been reported using supervised methods �see
http���www�research�att�com� yann�ocr�mnist�index�html��
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where we have de�ned Ai � d	i �
X
j

dwijmj � Since Ai � 	�O�w�� according

to Eq� ��� we obtain

Ai � mi

X
j

w�
ij���m�

j  �O�w�

which is equivalent to Eq� ���
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Fig� � Eigenvalues of the transition matrix T for the fully connected network with ran�

dom symmetric asymmetric and antisymmetric connections and �i � �� The eigenvalues are

complex numbers � with j�j � 
� There is always at least one eigenvalue � � 
 �the Perron�

Frobenius �PF� eigenvalue� and the corresponding right eigenvector of T is the stationary

distribution� The Markov process is called periodic with periodicity d when T has eigenvalues

� � exp���in�d�� n � �� � � � � d � 
� See section � for additional details� Top row� Weights

are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance 
�n� Due to the small

weights the dynamics is rather noisy� All eigenvalues except for the PF eigenvalue are in the

interior of the unit circle which means that these modes do not survive asympotically� Bot�

tom row� same weights as in the top row but scaled wij � 	wij  with 	 � �� In this case

the dynamics is deterministic� We clearly see the limit cycles of period � for the symmetric

case� Ergodicity is broken� in this example the number of eigenvalues 
 � and �
 are �� �
�

and 
� respectively� Thus there are �� independent stationary distributions of which � are

�xed points and 
� are limit cycles of length �� Also in the antisymmetric case ergodicity is

broken� in this example there are ��� eigenvalues � and 
� cycles of length � with eigenval�

ues �
� i��
��i�� In contrast the asymmetric case is ergodic� there is only one eigenvalue 


forming with the other 
� non�zero eigenvalues a limit cycle of length 
�� These cycles persist

forever�
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Fig� � Manifold of probability distributions P is computed for a Boltzmann�Gibbs distribu�

tion on two variables p�s�� s�jw��� � exp�ws�s� � ��s� � s���

Z
� Solid lines are lines of constant

hs�i � hs�i� Broken lines are lines of constant hs�s�i� Both �w� �� and �hs�i � hs�s�i� are coor�
dinates systems of P� M is given by the line w � �� For any p � P the closest q � M satis�es

hsiq � hsip�
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Fig� 
 Sample of patterns of the �� � handwritten digits of the U�S� Postal Service O�ce of

Advanced Technology� In each row from left to right� the mean digit per class a nice example

and two rather bad examples�
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Fig� � Classi�cation error of the Boltzmann Machine on the handwritten digits as a function
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